
          OVERWHELM VS Intensity 

conciousness floor piece      do after an inward floor lesson    
read and explain concept   then ask bring up past or future 
overwhelm situation and look for the coersive judgemental 
aspects of it    take your time   where feel in body    now replay 
the situation with those aspects gone    is it different     how do 
those places in your body feel  discuss in circle  

Infants’ level of overwhelm is very high. 
The number of options to deal with the overwhelm is very low. 

1. Tighten viscera not to feel. 
2. Leave all or part of body. 
3. Make a meaning assignment that makes it more bearable.  It’s this way 

because… 
4. Shut down immune system so “I can’t” because… 
5. Turn the pain of “imagined hurt to others” or “inability to fix others’ hurting” 

into shame. 

ADULT OVERWHELM 

For adults intensity when combined with 
                 --a coercion 
                 -- a judgment 
                 -- a “this bad/this is wrong” 
                 -- a temporal displacement back to an infant or child past  
becomes overwhelm. 
       
Overwhelm is never an adult experience. It’s temporal travel rooted in the neurology of 
the infant’s need to fit in. It’s brought on by material that is unavailable or unwanted by 
the adult personality. Real overwhelm for an infant is intensity that it cannot handle, so it 
screams, shuts off, or conks out. 



When we experience a lack of choice, we feel overwhelmed. Actually, we do see choices, 
we’re just not willing to make any of them.  We say “no” in advance to all imagined 
consequences. We back up and deny there is a choice. 

If you don’t have a position, intensity cannot be overwhelming to the adult. You have the 
choice absorb the intensity or to let it pass through, or divert it around. 

Without the element of coercion, intensity, and passion cease to be fear producing 
and can be seen as comforting. 


